New Hope Police Calls for Service Media Report August 2022
ICR
Title
22014042 Assault

ADDR
56XX

St Name
QUEBEC AVE N

Cross St Name

Reported Date
8/11/2022

Summary Contains
Officers responded to a report of an assault
that had occurred. Officers made contact
with multiple parties and conducted
interviews regarding the events that had
occurred. Information forwarded to
investigations.
Officers were dispatched to an assault that
occurred in the parking lot of an apartment
complex. Officers made contact with the
two females involved and a witness. Neither
party required medical attention.
Information was gathered and officers
cleared the scene.

22014325 Assault

72XX

41ST AVE N

8/15/2022

22014391 Assault

54XX

BOONE AVE N

8/16/2022

22014622 Assault

88XX

60TH AVE N

8/19/2022

22014708 Assault

80XX

BASS LAKE RD

8/21/2022

Officer was dispatched to a care center for
an assault report. Information gathered and
forwarded to investigations.

22014716 Assault

60XX

YUKON AVE N

8/21/2022

Officers were dispatched to a residence for
an assault of a juvenile that occurred at a
local park. Information was gathered for
investigations.

Officer responded via phone regarding an
assault at a care center. Information
forwarded to investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a group home
by a concerned neighbor who heard
someone crying for help. Officers made
contact with the vulnerable adult and a staff
member at the residence and mediated the
situation. Information gathered for
investigations.
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22014970 Assault

27XX

WINNETKA AVE

8/25/2022

Officers responded to a reported assault at a
local business. Contact was made and report
was completed.
Officers were dispatched to an assault.
Contact was made with the victim and
suspect information was gathered for
investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a residence for
an assault. The victim was treated by
paramedics at the scene. One adult male
taken into custody.

22015078 Assault

76XX

36TH AVE N

8/26/2022

22015088 Assault

55XX

ZEALAND AVE N

8/26/2022

22015354 Assault

28XX

FLAG AVE N

8/30/2022

Officers responded to report of an assault.
Officers made contact with parties involved
and gathered information. Forwarded to
investigations for review.

22015392 Assault

56XX

QUEBEC AVE N

8/30/2022

22014448 Burglary‐Attempted

35XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/17/2022

22014292 Burglary‐Commercial

35XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/14/2022

Officers responded to report of an assault
that had occurred. One adult female
arrested.
Officers responded for an attempted
burglary. Information forwarded to
investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a burglary alarm
at a liquor store. Upon arrival officers found
the front door to the business to be broken.
No suspects were located inside of the
building. Information gathered for
investigations.

22013626 Burglary‐Residential

35XX

FLAG AVE N

8/4/2022

Officer responded to a burglary report.
Information gathered and forwarded to
investigations.
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22013660 Burglary‐Residential

43XX

OREGON AVE N

8/5/2022

Officers were dispatched to a burglary
report. Someone had entered the victim's
home overnight and left behind their
sneakers, and knocked over some items.
Nothing was reported missing at the time of
the report. Officers gathered information.

22014023 Burglary‐Residential

56XX

QUEBEC AVE N

8/10/2022

22014483 Burglary‐Residential

71XX

LOMBARDY LA

8/17/2022

22014703 Burglary‐Residential

44XX

RHODE ISLAND AV

8/21/2022

Officers responded to a burglary report.
Information gathered and forwarded to
investigations.
Officer responded for a burglary report,
items taken from an apartment garage.
Forwarded to investigations.
New Hope Police were dispatched to take a
theft report by phone. The victim reported a
known suspect entered into the victim's
residence and removed items. The officer
gathered information for investigations.

22014788 Burglary‐Residential

60XX

WEST BROADWAY

8/22/2022

Officers were dispatched to a burglary. The
victim reported arriving home to someone
being in the apartment, when then fled.
Officers gathered information but were
unable to locate a suspect.

22015418 Burglary‐Residential

56XX

QUEBEC AVE N

8/31/2022

22015060 Criminal Sexual Conduct

44XX

XYLON AVE N

8/26/2022

Officer responded to a residential burglary
report. Information gathered and forwarded
to investigations.
Officers received a call from a group home
manager, reporting a CSC for one of his
tenants. The victim currently does not want
to speak to law enforcement. Officers
received the information that the manager
was able to relay.
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22015251 Damage to Property

61XX

WEST BROADWAY

8/29/2022

Officer responded to a damage to property
report. Information gathered and forwarded
to investigations.
Officer responded to a damage to property
report. Information gathered and forwarded
to investigations.
Officer responded via phone for a damage to
property report, ATM damaged. Forwarded
to investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a damage to
property report. Upon gathering information
officers noted the damage was from a bullet
that came from inside of the vehicle.
Multiple parties had access to the vehicle.
Information gathered for investigations.

22015253 Damage to Property

57XX

BOONE AVE

8/29/2022

22013532 Damage to Property

42XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/3/2022

22013541 Damage to Property

87XX

62ND AVE N

8/3/2022

22013975 Damage to Property

56XX

SUMTER AVE N

8/10/2022

22014289 Damage to Property

34XX

INDEPENDENCE AV

8/14/2022

22014310 Damage to Property

76XX

49TH AVE N

8/15/2022

Officers were dispatched to a property
damage report. The victim reported nails
being shot into the tire of a vehicle by a nail
gun. There is no suspect information.

22014319 Damage to Property

38XX

OREGON AVE N

8/15/2022

22014382 Damage to Property

60XX

HILLSBORO AVE N

8/16/2022

Officer took a report of damage to property.
Information gathered and forwarded to
investigations.
Report of a property that was egged
received via email. Forwarded to
investigations.

Officers were dispatched to a report of
property damage. The victim's vehicle was
damaged. There was no suspect information
provided to officers.
Officers were dispatched to a residence for a
property damage report. A window on the
victim's door was broken out, no entry into
the home or garage was made. Information
gathered.
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22014494 Damage to Property

44XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/17/2022

Officers were dispatched to a damage to
property report. The side of a building had
been spray painted with graffiti. Information
gathered for investigations.

22014777 Damage to Property

35XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/22/2022

22014852 Damage to Property

82XX

42ND AVE N

8/23/2022

New Hope Police were dispatched to a local
business for a property damage report.
Information gathered.
Officers were dispatched to a parking lot for
a damaged vehicle after a hit and run of an
unoccupied vehicle. Information gathered
for investigations.

22014857 Damage to Property

41XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/23/2022

22015010 Damage to Property

41XX

OREGON AVE N

8/25/2022

22015371 Damage to Property

29XX

HILLSBORO AVE N

8/30/2022

22013442 Domestic Assault

55XX

BOONE AVE N

8/2/2022

Officer was dispatched for a damage to
property report, windows damaged on
school buses. Information forwarded to
investigations.
Officers responded to the report of damage
to property, tires damaged. Officers
gathered information and advised.
Officer responded to a damage to property
report. Information gathered and forwarded
to investigations.
Officers responded to a report of a physical
domestic that had just occurred. Upon
making contact one juvenile male was taken
into custody and transported to an alternate
location. Information forwarded for
charging.
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22014260 Domestic Assault

27XX

XYLON AVE

8/14/2022

Officers responded to the report of a
physical domestic. RP stated that subject
had grabbed her by the hair, chocked her,
and prevented her from calling 911. A KOPS
alert probable cause pick up and hold was
issued for the suspect. Information
forwarded to investigations.

22014480 Domestic Assault

14XX

SHINGLE CREEK PKWY

8/17/2022

Officer responded for a report of a domestic.
Upon arrival, officer gathered information
and learned juvenile daughter ran away.
Juvenile was entered as a runaway.

22014832 Domestic Assault

56XX

ZEALAND AVE N

8/23/2022

22013693 DWI

#VALUE! HILLSBORO AVE N

27TH AVE N

8/5/2022

22013778 DWI

#VALUE! 36TH AVE

LANCASTER

8/6/2022

Officers were dispatched to a domestic
between a husband and wife. The male
party left the scene prior to officer arrival.
Information gathered and the female party
advised to call back if the male returned.
Officer cleared.
Officers conducted a traffic stop for
speeding. One adult male taken into custody
for DWI.
Officer conducted a traffic stop for driving
conduct. One adult female arrested for
driving under the influence.

22014252 DWI

#VALUE! BASS LAKE RD

WISCONSIN

8/14/2022

Officer conducted a traffic stop for driving
conduct and for driving without headlights.
One adult male arrested for DWI offenses.

22014621 DWI

80XX

8/19/2022

Officers responded to a report of a hit an
run property damage. Officers were able to
locate the suspect vehicle and the driver was
arrested for DWI offenses.

BASS LAKE RD
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22014693 DWI

91XX

36TH AVE N

22014729 DWI

#VALUE! BASS LAKE RD

22015159 DWI

#VALUE! 36TH AVE N

22015191 Extortion

59XX

22014790 Forgery

22013480 Fraud

27XX
WINNETKA AVE N
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
76XX
ANGELINE DR

8/2/2022

22013524 Fraud

57XX

BOONE AVE N

8/3/2022

22013893 Fraud

76XX

49TH AVE N

8/9/2022

22014051 Fraud

84XX

50TH AVE N

8/11/2022

MEADOW LAKE RD

8/21/2022

Officer working a Towards Zero Death detail
conducted a traffic stop for driving conduct.
One adult male arrested for DWI offenses.

XYLON AVE N

8/21/2022

Officer conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle
with no plates. Upon making contact driver
was found to be driving under the influence
and taken into custody on DWI offenses.

IDAHO AVE N

8/27/2022

Officers responded to a traffic complaint out
of Crystal. Vehicle was found and male party
was eventually arrested for DWI. Report
completed and male party was transported
to the HCADC.

8/28/2022

Officer responded for a report of a party
being blackmailed over a photo. Officer
gathered information and forwarded to
investigations.
Officers were dispatched for a forgery
report, possible check fraud. Officers
attempted to reach the reporting party, but
Officers received a report in the police
department lobby regarding fraud.
Information gathered for investigations.

8/22/2022

Officer was dispatched for a theft report,
identity information was taken. Forwarded
to investigations.
Officer responded for a fraud report, phone
scam which resulted in a loss. Forwarded to
investigations.
Officer responded via phone for a fraud
report, monetary loss by scammer.
Forwarded to investigations.
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22014062 Fraud

56XX

BOONE AVE N

8/11/2022

An officer received a fraud report by phone.
The victim reported being told by someone
impersonating a Wells Fargo employee to
withdraw cash and transfer the money to a
bitcoin account. Information was gathered
for investigations.

22014469 Fraud

80XX

BASS LAKE RD

8/17/2022

22013580 Narcotics

73XX

42ND AVE N

8/4/2022

22014148 Narcotics

42XX

ZEALAND AVE N

8/12/2022

22014269 Narcotics

55XX

BOONE AVE N

8/14/2022

22015161 Narcotics

57XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/27/2022

A report was received by New Hope Officers
for financial exploitation of a vulnerable
adult. Information gathered for
investigations.
Officers responded to a report of a male
acting strangely, possibly on something.
Upon arrival contact was made with a male
who was arrested for drug offenses and a
warrant.
Officer spoke to a homeowner regarding
possible cannabis plants found on the
property. Officer advised to remove the
plants.
Officer responded for a party possibly
overdosing. West Metro Fire and North
medics arrived to handle medical care.
Officer confiscated paraphernalia and
documented. A Disorderly Behavior at
Rental Unit slip was issued for Drug
Activity/Paraphernalia.
Officer responded to a narcotics complaint.
Upon arrival, Officer did not smell or
observe any narcotic odor. Officer made
contact with the complainant and advised.

22014036 Recovered Property

94XX

36TH AVE N

8/11/2022

Officers located a stolen vehicle out of
Minneapolis. The vehicle was located
unoccupied, was impounded and
Minneapolis PD was advised.
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22014084 Recovered Property

#VALUE! BASS LAKE RD

22014220 Recovered Property

72XX

22014733 Recovered Property

WINNETKA AVE N

8/11/2022

Officer on routine patrol located a stolen
motorcycle. One adult male arrested.

BASS LAKE RD

8/13/2022

While on patrol, officer located a stolen
vehicle. Vehicle proceeded into Crystal
Police Jurisdiction where a Crystal squad
pitted the vehicle and the driver and
passenger were taken into custody.

56XX

QUEBEC AVE N

8/21/2022

22013641 Tampering with MV

88XX

RESEARCH CENTER

8/5/2022

Officers located a stolen vehicle out of New
Hope. The vehicle was impounded, the
owner was notified and the vehicle was
removed as stolen.
While on routine patrol Officers located a
party who was tampering with a motor
vehicle. The party was arrested and taken to
the NHPD for booking. The party was
released pending formal charges.

22014500 Tampering with MV

61XX

WEST BROADWAY

8/17/2022

Officer responded to a tampering with a
motor vehicle incident, party was seen with
the hood open and the ground wire was
found to be disconnected from the battery.
Forwarded to investigations.

22013873 Terroristic Threats

31XX

FLAG AVE N

8/8/2022

New Hope Police were dispatched a phone
call for a threat report. The reporting party
reported her life was threatened and two
other parties were threatened to be
harmed. Information gathered and officers
advised the reporting party.

22014499 Terroristic Threats

76XX

42ND AVE N

8/17/2022

Officers were dispatched to a report of
terroristic threats involving a juvenile.
Information was gathered for investigations.
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22014560 Terroristic Threats

56XX

XYLON AVE N

8/18/2022

Officers were dispatched to an apartment
complex for a report of terroristic threats.
Information gathered for investigations.

22013412 Theft

55XX

ZEALAND AVE N

8/1/2022

Officers were dispatched to an apartment
complex regarding a theft that occurred in
the community laundry space. No suspect
information was provided to officers.

22013414 Theft

42XX

Winnetka Ave

8/1/2022

Officers responded to the report of a
robbery from McDonalds. Officers searched
the area and did not find the subject.
Officers met with McDonalds management
and received subject description.
Information forwarded to investigations.

22013545 Theft

81XX

45TH AVE N

8/3/2022

22013619 Theft

59XX

ENSIGN AVE N

8/4/2022

22013724 Theft

42XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/6/2022

22013809 Theft

53XX

OREGON AVE N

8/7/2022

22013810 Theft

80XX

BASS LAKE RD

8/7/2022

New Hope Police received a report of theft
regarding social security disability benefits.
Information was gathered.
Financial card transaction fraud was
reported to the New Hope Police.
Information was gathered and the officer
advised the reporting party.
Officers were dispatched a phone call
regarding a bike theft. Information gathered
for investigations.
Officers responded to a theft report. Officers
took a theft report documenting a stolen
wallet.
Officers were dispatched to a discount store
for a theft report. The suspect fled the scene
prior to officer arrival. Information was
gathered for investigations.
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22013841 Theft

71XX

42ND AVE N

8/8/2022

New Hope Police responded to a report of a
stolen trailer. The trailer was entered as a
stolen vehicle. Information gathered for
investigations.

22013869 Theft

55XX

ZEALAND AVE N

8/8/2022

22013923 Theft

34XX

ENSIGN AVE N

8/9/2022

22013925 Theft

42XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/9/2022

Officer responded for a report of a stolen
cell phone. Officer advised. Forwarded to
investigations.
Officer responded for a theft report, money
stolen via a scam phone call. Forwarded to
investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a business for a
shoplifter. While en route, officers were
advised suspect had left the area on a bus.
Forwarded to investigations.

22013927 Theft

27XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/9/2022

Officers were dispatched for an unwanted
party who had stolen items in the past. A
theft report was completed and a citation
was issued for theft. The party was issued a
trespassing Notice.

22014296 Theft

93XX

SCIENCE CENTER

8/15/2022

Officers received a report of trailers that was
stolen from a business parking lot.
Information gathered for investigations and
both trailers were entered as stolen.

22014403 Theft

44XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/16/2022

22014550 Theft

42XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/18/2022

Officer took a report of a stolen bicycle.
Information gathered and forwarded to
investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a theft that had
occurred at the Walgreens off of Winnetka
Ave N. Individual left in a blue Chevy Malibu
sedan. Walgreens does not want individual
charged, just trespassed and items
returned.
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22014769 Theft

44XX

XYLON AVE N

8/22/2022

Officer received a theft report in the New
Hope PD Lobby. The victim was referred to
Brooklyn Park PD due to the location of the
theft.
Officers were dispatched to a theft of
packages report at an apartment complex.
Information gathered.
Officers were dispatched to a convenience
store for a theft that had occurred. Suspect
information gathered for investigations.

22014931 Theft

61XX

WEST BROADWAY

8/24/2022

22014998 Theft

72XX

BASS LAKE RD

8/25/2022

22015052 Theft

50XX

WINNETKA AVE N

8/26/2022

Officers were dispatched to a storage rental
facility for a theft from a storage unit.
Information gathered for investigations.

22015080 Theft

83XX

42ND AVE N

8/26/2022

Officers were dispatched to a convenience
store for a theft of cartons of cigarettes.
Information gathered for investigations.

22015104 Theft

71XX

42ND AVE N

8/27/2022

Officers responded for a theft report; two
packs of cigarettes were taken. Information
forwarded to investigations.

22015107 Theft

71XX

42ND AVE N

8/27/2022

Officers received a theft of wallet report in
the Police Department lobby. Information
was gathered for investigations.

22015252 Theft

82XX

42Nd Ave

8/29/2022

22013409 Theft ‐ Auto

53XX

BOONE AVE N

8/1/2022

Officers were dispatched to a reported theft
from a business. Information gathered for
investigations.
Officer was dispatched to a vehicle theft
report from the registered owner.
Information gathered for investigations.
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22014561 Theft ‐ Auto

76XX

BASS LAKE RD

8/18/2022

Officers were dispatched to a stolen vehicle
report. Then vehicle was entered as stolen.
The reporting party was arrested on
outstanding warrants.
New Hope Officers were dispatched to a
motor vehicle theft. The vehicle was entered
as stolen. The vehicle was later recovered by
the victim.
Officers received a theft of a catalytic
converter report. Information gathered.

22015194 Theft ‐ Auto

42XX

OREGON AVE N

8/28/2022

22014004 Theft from Vehicle

60XX

WEST BROADWAY

8/10/2022

22014314 Theft from Vehicle

88XX

RESEARCH CENTER

8/15/2022

New Hope Police were dispatched to a theft
from motor vehicle and financial card fraud.
Information gathered for investigations.

22014913 Theft from Vehicle

85XX

46TH AVE N

8/24/2022

22015312 Theft from Vehicle

93XX

SCIENCE CENTER

8/30/2022

Officers were dispatched to a report of a
catalytic converter theft. Information
gathered for investigations.
Officers were dispatched to a report of theft
from a motor vehicle. Information was
gathered. No suspect information at this
time.

